As we know E-learning community is flourishing these days very rapidly. E-learning is such a platform
where you get almost all the courses of the world in one click, at one place for which you do not
even have to go anywhere as in the traditional learning system. Along with that, you cannot find all
the courses at one place in the Traditional Learning System. For each and every different course, you
must go to different places.
So, most of today's youth like to learn through e-learning but as we have studied from childhood till
today in pen and paper mode with a teacher in front of us having a chalk or duster in his/her hand
we are afraid to trust on this. It is said that without giving a try you cannot judge anyone.
We have so much confidence in this thing that we trust the teacher standing in front of us, or the
Institute / University we are studying, having a big reputation in the society but not on that tutor
who is teaching online. No doubt that the past record of those institutes are quite good and they
must be having a better technique to teach but a chance must be given to e-learning. We have trust
on those institutes they won’t hire a wrong teacher but this is also true that a single thing cannot
work on everyone.
Think for a while that what worked for one or two student won’t work for the whole class. If it
happened then all the students should be on the top in every institute. But we all know there is
nothing like this. Every body is unique in its own way. The power of understanding as well as power
of capturing things in mind works differently for student. In classroom type of education you are
forced to learn that thing in that particular time only but here in E- learning it’s completely up to
you. When you feel to do so you can go on.
You know what learning according to your will is better than learning under pressure. So the final
decision is up to you. After all you are the master of your future. We can only show you the correct
path. You are the only one to decide whether to move or not on it.
Therefore, DEP Foundation is going to build an e-learning-platform where you do not have to face all
these troubles and where you will be able to trust as you do in the traditional system. After all we
are here to make you learn more efficiently than the traditional system.

How DEP Platform Will Work?
As the foundation of any Educational Institution is its teachers. Similarly, Dep Foundation also
focuses on the quality of its teachers.
We will introduce two types of teachers in our platform1) Contract bases
2) Free lance

For Contract-Based Teachers : - To do the quality tests of teachers, they will have to go through a
verification test whose verifier will be the moderator of the platform.When their verification will be
tested, they will be given a reputation tag.To make the verification process easier and to avoid fraud
they must pay fees to apply for verification. After their verification is completed if they are found

correct then their verification fees will be returned to them. At the same time if they are found
wrong then their fees will not be returned.
There will be no contract of money with them.Whatever revenue will come from their content 70%
of that will be given to them. All types of new contract-based creator’s content will be free for
users/student in the beginning until the students start believing in them.During that period, total
revenue generated by that course will be paid by our foundation.
Who Will Work Under A Contract With Platform?
Contract will be of two typesA. Contract Of Time: In this type of contract, contractor cannot leave the platform before a certain
threshold time. It can be quarterly or annually. They can write a book, create new questions for test,
attend lectures, make video tutorial /lecture, take demo classes etc according to their respective
profession.
B. Contract Of Work: In this type of contract, contractor cannot leave the platform before finishing
their project/task. It can be a contract for any special course, test series, video lecture of any subject
or chapter, book writing, article, research etc.
NOTE: We cannot disclose what kind of special contract conditions foundation will have with them
right now. To avoid the theft of our innovative ideas, the foundation will disclose it after the
platform is released.
For Freelance Based Teachers : There will be teachers in this category who want to publish some courses on our platform but they
might be linked to another organization too. They will need a lot of money in the immediate future,
so they might want to publish some courses. They will want to check the platform at the beginning
to ensure its future.
They will not have to go through any verification process. Their course will be immediately published
on the platform. As we have not done their quality test so any amount of revenue from their course
will be payable after some time. If the user will be convinced that it is a quality content and there is
no misleading in it then 70% of the revenues obtained from their publishing will be given to them. If
there is any type of fraud found in that content they will not be given any kind of revenue. 90% of
that course fee will be refunded to the users. Even some other types of restraints will be imposed on
that creator, which we will disclose later.

How Rating &Reviews Will Work?
Users may rate and give their opinion about the content, that how effective is the content and how
we can enhance these. Those content having more votes and having more effective reviews will be
more promoted. Reviews will decide whether content will get promoted, demoted or removed.
Content creator can also claim that given review by user/users are fake. In that case, an
administrator will check whether counter claim by creator is right or wrong. If their counter claim
will be right, that user must pay a certain compensation or will be banned. If their counter claim will
be false, the content creator must pay a certain amount of compensation to that user.
By voting and giving reviews, user will gain xp and rewards. The weightage of reviews of user having
higher xp will be more and the same is applied to rewards too. More votes and more good reviews

on the contents of content creators will lead to gain them better level. A user can easily verify that a
higher XP level content creator can have better content.
A user can join a course or subscribe to any content by paying prescribed fee. There will be a test
after every course, so users will be rewarded on the basis of their performance.
We will also keep a separate type of reward program to motivate our users, creators, and
administrator. From these 3 categories, some people will be selected from each category at the end
of every month.
Top student of each course will be selected and they will be given a medal and some prize money
which will depend on the weight of that course.
The best content creator of that month will be selected and they will be given a medal for being the
best. Prize money will be distributed to motivate them which will depend upon weight of the
respective course.
The best administrator will be rewarded too following the same criteria as above one.
As We Are Giving 70% of the total revenues to the creators meaning that we will be having 30% of
that total revenue and 100% Of additional revenue remaining.
For the time being, the contract-based content creator's course will remain free for users. Whatever
be the revenues, the foundation would pay.
Foundation will pay for all the following mentioned below whether creator will have contract with
the foundation, either on One-Time Fixed Payment or on number of users who uses it.
Many courses on the platform will be free for the user.
We will bring some test series. No charge will be taken from the user.
Some classes will be of social awareness which will also be free for the user.
There will be some knowledgeable books or papers that can increase the user's knowledge
completely free of cost.
There will be a lot of other things which will be a surprise for our users.
For all these payments, the Foundation has kept 10% of the total token reserve.
Along with that, the Foundation has kept 5% of the total token reserved for the reward of user’s
rating and reward.
For administrators and team members, the Foundation has kept 10% of total token reserve from
which core team members cannot do use their part before 2023.
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Development Timeline of DEP
Foundation
In April 2019 - Beginning Of ICO Token Sale

In May 2019 - 1st Round Of Presale

In June 2019 - 2nd Round Of Presale

In July 2019 - Partnership With Other Projects

In August 2019 - Our Team Set-Up And Commercial Preparation

In September 2019 - Launch Of Beta Version 1.0

In October 2019 - Priority Opening For Token Holder

In November 2019 - Launch Of Beta Version 1.1

In December 2019 - Partnership For The Future Eco-System (With Content Creator)

In January 2020 - Distribution Of Free Coupon To Early Investors

In March 2020 - Launch Of The DEP Platform

If we move according to schedule. Then we will release the beta project in Q3 of 2020.
Which will be an online test series. More details coming soon.
NOTE: On DEP platform, all kind of payment will be in DEP token only.

Revenue Distribution
Foundation will generate revenue by content selling, course certificate, Ads, B2B (customization of
content), license of content etc.
Those revenue coming from subscription or participation for content by the learner will be named as
content revenue, rest sum of all other revenue will be named as addition revenue.

A. Creator: Content creators will get 70% of revenue generated by their content or 70% of the content revenue
from their contents. (refer to:)

B. Participant: Every individual will receive some point for their vote and review for content. They can vote for
every content (refer to:). They can redeem these points. Foundation have kept 5% of the total supply
of DEP token frozen for bounties and voting rewards. We will not distribute any portion of total
revenue generated between participants.

C. Early Investor: Early investors are the sole of the foundation. The foundation has decided that after the successful
launch of the DEP platform, we will return their 100% investment.
We will develop a full-fledged login system after closing of token sale by foundation where you will
have to sign up and verify your address, you can add many address and upgradation of any kind of
information will be simple and reliable. Then we will take snapshot of verified address and date will
be announced 1 month prior to snapshot. If you have verified multiple address, then their balance will
be added together and will be updated in your profile.
We will convert your token balance in USD during snapshot and USD balance will be updated in your
profile.
Calculation: Price of 1 DEP token will be equal to total fund raised by foundation divided by total balance of DEP
token in all verified addresses (excluding address of foundation and partners ), which will be in TRX
which may not be equal to exchange rate of DEP token.
1 DEP(TRX) = Total Fund Raised/Total Token Supply
1DEP (USD) = 1 DEP(TRX) * TRX(USD)
TRX(USD) is price of TRX in USD during snapshot
DEP(USD) is price of DEP in USD during snapshot
We will return you your 100% investment in USD after successful launch of platform.
Your investment = total token in you profile * DEP(USD)
We will create a pool for investors, 5% of total content revenue + 100% of additional revenue will go
to the pool. Pool money will be distributed between investors, we will continue this distribution until

your 100% investment will be returned. Investors will receive distribution regardless of this fact that
they hold DEP or not. After that no distribution for early investors will be done.
.

A. Holders: By holding DEP token, you are indirectly supporting us. We will create a pool for holders. Pool
money will be distributed between holders, regardless of whether you are an early investor or not. 5%
of total content revenue will go to the pool. But pool money will increase after completion of
additional distribution for investors, 10% of content revenue + 50% of additional revenue will go to
the holders pool.
Before closing of investor pool,
Holder pool get 5% total content revenue.
After closing of investors pool,
Holders pool get 10% of content revenue + 50 % additional revenue

NOTE:-If you are holding DEP along with you are an early investor you will receive both pool’s
distribution according to your share in respective pool. Holder’s pool distribution will not be counted
in return of your investment.

B. Platform: Foundation will keep some percent of total revenue for development of platform, other kind of
development or sponsoring.
Before closing of investor pool,
Foundation will keep 20% total content revenue.
After closing of investors pool,
Foundation will keep 20% of content revenue + 50 % additional revenue

We have come up with and idea that we will bring some discount offers for every holder for each
course.

DEP Token ICO Details
100 DEP tokens = 1 TRX
ICO will continue till January 9 2020 (7:50GMT)
Acceptable currency: - TRX

Incentive Program
Foundation will reward creator, administrator and user who will score best in quiz or any other course
in the form of points and badge.
As per Our future planning we’ll distribute some percent of DEP token in creator, user and
administrator to motivate the entire ecosystem. We are shortly releasing the percent of DEP token
which will be distributed among overall community.

Risk Warning: - Cryptocurrency investment is subject to high market risk. Please make your
investments cautiously. DEP foundation will make best efforts to choose high quality token but will
not be responsible for your investment losses.

Note: - For the convenience of
time.

platform and investors, the details given above may change over

